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 Environmental sensor networks are developing rapidly to as
 sess changes in ecosystems and their services. Some ecosystem
 changes involve thresholds, and theory suggests that statistical
 indicators of changing resilience can be detected near thresholds.
 We examined the capacity of environmental sensors to assess
 resilience during an experimentally induced transition in a whole
 lake manipulation. A trophic cascade was induced in a planktivore
 dominated lake by slowly adding piscivorous bass, whereas a
 nearby bass-dominated lake remained unmanipulated and served
 as a reference ecosystem during the 4-y experiment. In both the
 manipulated and reference lakes, automated sensors were used
 to measure variables related to ecosystem metabolism (dissolved
 oxygen, pH, and chlorophyll-a concentration) and to estimate
 gross primary production, respiration, and net ecosystem produc
 tion. Thresholds were detected in some automated measurements

 more than a year before the completion of the transition to pisci
 vore dominance. Directly measured variables (dissolved oxygen,
 pH, and chlorophyll-a concentration) related to ecosystem metab
 olism were better indicators of the approaching threshold than
 were the estimates of rates (gross primary production, respiration,
 and net ecosystem production); this difference was likely a result
 of the larger uncertainties in the derived rate estimates. Thus,
 relatively simple characteristics of ecosystems that were observed
 directly by the sensors were superior indicators of changing resil
 ience. Models linked to thresholds in variables that are directly
 observed by sensor networks may provide unique opportunities
 for evaluating resilience in complex ecosystems.
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 In tne zuth century, changes in land use, nutrient mobilization, and species invasion altered Earth's ecosystems more than in
 any previous century of human history (1). The changing climate
 and expanding human population and consumption are likely to
 exacerbate ecosystem change in the future. Ecosystem changes
 have significant effects on human well-being through benefits
 that people receive from nature. To assess and anticipate envi
 ronmental changes, observation networks are expanding for hy
 drology, biogeochemistry of air and water, land cover, and other
 relevant features of ecosystems (2-5). The observed variables are
 often designed to address trends in particular resources or pol
 lutants, such as water flow, contaminant concentrations, ecosys
 tem metabolism, carbon storage, or living resources. Although
 some applications of environmental observations are straight
 forward, rapid expansion of sensor networks and information
 management and analysis (6-8) may create new opportunities
 for detecting, anticipating, or forecasting fundamental changes,
 such as ecosystem regime shifts.

 Ecosystem thresholds are associated with large changes that
 can involve a significant loss of resources or trigger the resto
 ration of desired conditions in other cases (9). Thresholds are
 uncertain, change over time, are not preceded by obvious changes
 in state, and consequently are difficult to anticipate. However,
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 an ecosystem near a threshold has low resilience, and therefore
 is relatively sensitive to small perturbations and recovers slowly
 from these perturbations (10). As a result, statistics related to
 variance or autocorrelation could be indicators of declining
 resilience or approaching thresholds (10, 11). Experimental tests
 of declining resilience in living systems are rare (12-17), espe
 cially in large-scale field settings. In terrestrial ecosystems, such
 as forests and grasslands, changing resilience has been mea
 sured by analyzing the spatial patterns of vegetation maps
 obtained by satellite remote sensing (18, 19). In other cases,
 resilience has been assessed using time series data (17, 20),
 although acquisition of appropriate data is challenging. Resil
 ience indicators for time series, such as variance, spectral
 power, and autocorrelation, require high-frequency and long
 term datasets. The intensity of sampling needed to acquire such
 datasets can be costly, and this cost is amplified if multiple
 variâtes must be monitored. Modern sensor technology permits
 automated, in situ, high-frequency, long-duration, and real
 time data collection that is less labor-intensive than compara
 ble manual methods (6). Although automated sensors are
 promising for meeting intensive data requirements, it is not
 known whether variables measured by such sensors are suitable
 for assessing resilience or thresholds in complex ecosystems
 under field conditions.

 Sensor data are often used to estimate metabolic rates (e.g.,
 primary production) at the ecosystem scale (21-23). Primary
 production and respiration (R) are fundamental ecosystem
 variables closely related to carbon balance, and they have been

 Significance

 Large changes can occur when ecosystems cross certain thresh
 olds. Crossing such thresholds poses a challenge to ecosystem
 management because the positions of the threshold are un
 certain and change over time. However, as an ecosystem ap
 proaches a threshold its resilience declines, resulting in changes
 in system dynamics that increase variance and autocorrela
 tion. Calculating these statistics requires frequent and sus
 tained sampling efforts. Our study detected an approaching
 threshold by computing the statistical indicators from data col
 lected by automated sensors, which are far less labor-intensive
 than comparable manual methods. Thus it may be feasible to
 monitor for approaching ecosystem thresholds using automated
 methods. This finding highlights a powerful use of modern
 sensor technology.
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